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Over the past year we have been blown away by 
the support small businesses, communities, and  
individuals have given us.
We have once again been gifted bundles of toys for 
the families we support. These amazing donations 
were made by Ross-On-Wye Sainsbury’s, Sunshine 
radio and Haines Watts and were delivered to us just in 
time for Christmas, no family went without a present 
under the tree. Belmont Community Centre donated 
their harvest festival donations to us in the form of 
fresh and canned goods which went straight out to a 
few fragile families. I was presented with a generous 
cheque from the Bromyard Probus group as well as 
enjoying a lovely lunch. Our Christmas stalls during 
December were awash with handmade and pre-loved 
donations, from our staff, friends and volunteers; 
we almost sold out.  At the beginning of 2020 we 
held a quiz at the Victory Pub courtesy of Cllr Jim 
Kenyon, we had a lovely evening and raised welcomed 
funds. During the covid-19 pandemic we received 
food parcels from the public who had donated to a 
collection held by TM Factors. Melissa Portman-Lewis 
donated these vital food packages to Home-Start, 
which were then delivered to vulnerable families 
around the county by  Mandie Preece, Colin Preece 
and Jim Jones.  We are extremely grateful for all the 
kind donations we received.

Alison Jones
Marketing and Volunteers Recruitment Coordinator

A bounty of support from the county
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Andy Walkden
Chair of Trustees
When I took on the role of Chair last October, I didn’t even 
remotely consider a global pandemic when thinking of the 
challenges ahead. As I write this my thoughts and prayers go 
out to every family who has suffered under Corona virus, in 
Herefordshire and beyond. Currently England has relaxed many 
restrictions since the lockdown was announced and Home-Start 
Herefordshire is cautiously planning for reintroducing face to 
face support where appropriate. However we are all aware how 
possible a resurgence remains and the added uncertainty makes it 
even more vital that Home-Start Herefordshire prepares as best it 
can for the years ahead.

Thankfully Home-Start Herefordshire has a great board of 
trustees, a fantastic staff team and an amazing group of family 
support volunteers. When the country went into lockdown 
everyone stepped up to ensure families in Herefordshire 
remained supported. A vital service to struggling families at 
the best of times Home-Start has played a key role in helping 
families tackle the additional problems that lockdown created. 
I have been impressed with the resilience and ingenuity staff 
and volunteers have shown in adapting from face to face home 
visiting to supporting families using phone, email and even 
videoconferencing. 

Yes videoconferencing! This has meant Home-Start investing in 
and learning to use new technology and adapting to new ways of 
working in order to continue fulfilling our role. It has facilitated 
all sorts of meetings and helped deliver volunteer training. It has 
raised possibilities for working differently in the future though, 
and as an organisation we need to consider the ramifications and 
potential applications for supporting families remotely.

Of the challenges facing Home-Start, income generation to fund the 
work we do is, as always, an ongoing concern. The economic cost of 
tackling the pandemic will undoubtedly make this harder whilst at 
the same time creating more demand for our service and services 
like Home-Start. Two interlinked priority areas identified by the 
board support this. First is to keep promoting who we are and what 
we do, to people in Herefordshire and beyond. Second is to keep 
better track of our impact, and not just in terms of family outcomes. 

Another challenge particularly affecting Home-Start 
Herefordshire is succession. We have been and continue to be 
fortunate to have a very loyal and capable staff team - eight staff 
who together have amassed an amazing 129 (including Barbara’s 
fantastic 30!) years supporting families and young people across 
Herefordshire with Home-Start. With people close to retiring 
though, we look to find smarter ways to pass on their vital 
knowledge and skills to new recruits.

As always we thank everyone who values the work we do and 
helps us to help families and young people across Herefordshire. 
Home-Start Herefordshire would not, could not operate without 
the people and organisations that support us through contracts, 
grants, donations, and gifts of time. An example of the latter - you 
may have read in the Hereford Times of a Mother, supported by 
Home-Start in the past, who helped us get food parcels to families 
during lockdown through her business. It illustrates how the 
positive work Home-Start does can come back in kind.

Equally Home-Start Herefordshire would not, could not operate 
without volunteers - from those delivering the service to those 
standing as trustees and ensuring Home-Start fulfils its charitable 
purpose and duties. Of the trustees, this year the board said 
goodbye to Hazel Misselbrook, whose experience in HR and as 

a family visiting volunteer will be sorely missed, and welcome 
Philippa Granthier and Virginia Taylor to the team. Both bring a 
wealth of experience including public sector, contracting, research 
and promotion/publicity to complement existing knowledge 
and skills. I personally count myself lucky to have such a strong 
team around me and thank all trustees for their support. Vicki 
who has stepped down as Chair from last year remains a trustee 
and I value her experience from this role. Helen and Jan add 
expertise in, amongst many other areas, law, governance and 
safeguarding. I also thank Jan for stepping up to act as deputy 
chair. Jeremy brings much needed commercial experience and 
I thank him for continuing as Treasurer. Two others to thank for 
their contributions of knowledge and insight to the board are 
Judy and Wendy. They keep the board in touch with the thoughts 
and feelings of families and home visiting volunteers.

Of all the volunteers the majority are those supporting families. 
There is one word to describe you over the last few months – that 
is “amazing”. To support families and their children through 
lockdown when it undoubtedly created problems for your own 
families has been fantastic to see.  You are the front line of Home-
Start’s service delivery and I thank you for your time, commitment 
and dedication. 

And finally I thank the staff team of Alison, Barbara, Diane, Kay, 
Kim, Mandie, Sally and Tam. Working from home these past 
months and drafting in family to help at times, you have continued 
to be the glue that holds the whole together and make Home-Start 
what it is.  

A metaphor from a long past seminar, “Be a surfer – not seaweed” 
has become something of a personal mantra for me. We can’t fight 
the tides and waves of the sea, meaning the changes in the world 
around us that we have no control over. Whilst seaweed is entirely 
at the whim of tides and waves though, surfers can at least aim for 
and have some control over their path to that bit of beach that looks 
the nicest. So I now look forward to helping Home-Start “surf” to a 
sustainable future of helping families and children in Herefordshire. 
If anything these last few months have shown that we can.

Andy Walkden Chair
Jan Frances Deputy Chair
Jeremy Stobart Treasurer

Helen Tank Trustee
Vicki Murray Trustee

Philippa Granthier Trustee
Virginia Taylor Trustee

Mandie Preece Scheme Manager
Barbara Stevens Organiser

Diane Gibson Organiser
Sally Jones Administrator/Organiser

Alison Jones Marketing and  
Volunteer Recruitment

Tam Thomas Group Coordinator
Kay Gray Admin

Kim Amps Play Leader
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Sue Pope remembers
Barbara has been a friend for all her thirty years with 
Home-Start Herefordshire, and most importantly 
for me she is my link to the fi rst days of the scheme. 
When she came on the scene in 1990 I was already 
working for Home-Start UK and in regular touch with 
Jill Hiscox (who had been a volunteer on my fi rst 
Preparation course eight years or so earlier!).

Barbara and Jill included me in scheme events, on 
courses, at AGMs until I retired six years later, and 
from then on we met for lunch from time to time so 
that I felt included in the growth and development of 
Home-Start Herefordshire.

Barbara has always valued the beginnings of the 
scheme and wrote to me only last year “it is important 
to recall the early days”. Barbara did 
not make things complicated.

I shall always remember her greeting 
“Hello there!”
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Celebrating 
30 years with 
our Barbara

Kay Bews remembers
Back in the late 80’s and early 90’s, the days of 
Margaret Harrison, I worked as the Senior Organiser 
in Home-Start Reading and during this time, I can 
remember Barbara from when we all met for regional 
meetings in the West and South West England and 
Wales. It was a huge region with not that many local 
schemes. My closest neighbour was Swindon and 
then, soon aft er I joined, Southern Oxfordshire, started 
up. We were all so pleased and excited when Sue 
Pope organised meetings for us and it was at those 
that I fi rst met Barbara and learned about the ways 
a scheme worked in a rural setting. I can remember 
being somewhat in awe of the Herefordshire approach 
to survival. I was one of the lucky ones at the time, 
with secure local authority funding, which came along 
pretty easily in 3 year tranches. Herefordshire was 
not so fortunate and I remember one conversation 
with Barbara when she said, in her very matter of 
fact way, that they had to make up at least a £20K 
shortfall each year. I was somewhat dumbstruck but 
full of admiration which always gave me the hope and 
fortitude to just carry on!

Barbara appeared to me as quietly experienced, 
always supportive, with a warm and welcoming 
manner. She had an understated sense of humour 
and, when others became over anxious, excited or 
argumentative Barbara calmly helped us all get back 
onto level ground. I’m not surprised that Barbara has 
given so many years to Home-Start Herefordshire. 
Her loyalty and commitment shone through and 
I can imagine the strength she has brought to the 
Herefordshire team throughout her time there.

I wish her well in her retirement next year.  I am 
certain that she will be missed, and that she will 
miss you, and all that Home-Start has brought to her 
life - the friendships, the challenges and the joys. 
However, there is ‘life aft er retirement’, peppered 
with new activities, new-found time, and the fantastic 
memories of a Home-Start life.

Good luck, Barbara and thank you for how you 
demonstrated the epitome of Home-Start to me.
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Jill Hiscox remembers
I fi rst met Barbara on September 21st 1989. She had phoned 
the Home Start off ice to say she was interested in becoming a 
volunteer so I went to visit her to tell her about our work.

She was keen to become involved and attended the next 
Volunteer Preparation course which started in October. 
Barbara soon started with a family which became the fi rst of 
many.

Early in 1990 the post of Assistant Organiser became vacant 
and Barbara asked me if I thought it would be appropriate 
for her to apply. I encouraged her to do so. I had seen how 
caring and committed she was as a volunteer and felt sure 
she would make an excellent Assistant Organiser. In the 
Annual Report for 1989 / 90 I wrote “Since December I have 
received a tremendous amount of help and support from 
our new secretary. It is a pleasure working with her and I 
feel sure that it will also be a pleasure working with Barbara 
Stevens who joins us as Assistant Organiser at the beginning 
of the new fi nancial year.”

At that time we were a very small team – a Senior Organiser, an 
Assistant Organiser and a Secretary, working out of a tiny off ice 
in St Owens Street. Barbara instantly fi tted into the team and 
her new role.

Towards the end of 1990 
Barbara took over the 
Hereford Family Group 
which had been closed 
for a while. She quickly 
built up a rapport 
with the families and 
revitalised the group 
gradually introducing 
new activities. The 
group grew and fl ourished and the weekly sessions became an 
important event on the calendar for the members.

Over the years I really appreciated the help and support 
Barbara gave me as Senior Organiser and later Scheme 
Manager. She was always reliable, generous with her time and 
prepared to put a great deal of eff ort into everything she did.

I was particularly grateful when, in 2001, Home Start 
Herefordshire began to expand rapidly. In July that year a grant 
enabled us to appoint Sue Simpkins to expand our work in the 
City South of the river and with another grant in November 
Diane Gibson joined us to develop Home Start in the rural parts 
of the county.

It was a busy, hectic time but Barbara remained her usual calm 
unfl appable self. Her help was invaluable assisting the new 
staff  members to settle into their various roles and sharing her 
experience and expertise.

I thought I had set an unbeatable record when I retired aft er 
27 years but Barbara has beaten that. – I could not have been 
beaten by a nicer person.

So Congratulations Barbara on reaching your 30th anniversary 
with Home Start Herefordshire.
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Home-Start 
Herefordshire during 
COVID-19
Volunteers have adjusted quickly to using technology to 
contact and support their Home-Start families. Phone calls, 
text messaging, WhatsApp, emails and Zoom have all been 
used.

Some families have found it hard to engage initially, but 
with tenacity and perseverance most have been contacted 
and support has been provided. Besides the essential 
listening ear and emotional support, parenting strategies, 
children’s continuing education, healthy eating, cooking, 
physical exercise and taking care of mental health have all 
been discussed. Families have been signposted to a variety 
of online websites with information on educational, fun, 
health and other relevant agencies. Food Parcels have been 
delivered to some families experiencing severe financial 
hardship as well as support to manage their finances. Our 
volunteers have been masters of adaptation during this 
difficult and challenging time and each deserve a heartfelt 
thank you.

A Family Story  
during lockdown 
Our family life threw us a huge curveball! 
During 2019 our daughter age 15, tried to take her own 
life. She was then admitted to a rehabilitation hospital for 
children in Birmingham, for over 5 months. Weekly visits, 
family therapy and meetings over 50 miles from home 
eventually took all our savings.

Fast forward to the beginning of 2020 and our daughter is 
discharged from hospital but is then home alone a lot of the 
time. Then we were introduced to Home-Start Herefordshire 
and offered a Volunteer, sadly before we could meet her, 
Coronavirus hits the UK like a battering ram and I myself am 
told to shield.

I had only recently started with a new company and because 
they didn’t close, all they could offer me was statutory sick pay.

Another financial strain, and with no time to regain any 
savings we didn’t know what we would do… Home-Start 
Herefordshire gave us email after email of financial advice 
and numerous calls with reassurance that things would be 
OK… We have received wonderful regular food parcels and 
all delivered with a friendly face from Home-Start to keep us 
fed and clean over these last 4 months when I couldn’t see a 
way to keep our family fed without working. A sympathetic 
ear whenever we’ve needed someone to talk to has been a 
lifeline. We have also received many emails with information 
on things to keep ourselves busy during lockdown. Although 
our volunteer hasn’t been able to visit in person, she has 
rung every week and talked to us to make sure we are doing 
OK, we have built a really good relationship. 

Without Home-Start Herefordshire we cannot imagine 
where we would be now, their help has given our family the 
opportunity to stay at home, safely shielding from the risk of 
Coronavirus. 

“Home-Start Herefordshire, we, as a family owe you a lot. we 
are immensely grateful for all you have all done.”

A Volunteer story during 
lockdown
Supporting my new Home-Start family started a few weeks into 
lockdown. It has been a very rewarding experience where the obvious 
challenges of not meeting face-to-face have meant relying on voice 
communication and very careful listening skills. Over the last few weeks 
I have got to know Mum and have really looked forward to our calls.

During a time when both the family and myself have been in lockdown, 
(Mum has been on the extremely vulnerable list so has been completely 
confined to home), our weekly phone calls have given a feeling of 
increased structure to the week and have acted as an anchor point to 
allow us to discuss progress in the family. Each phone call has resulted 
in me helping Mum identify the progress she and the family are making 
and I have been able to reassure her that she is doing a great job during 
these very tricky times. I very quickly established that Mum has a real 
interest and skill in cooking. I have been very interested to hear about 
new recipes and Mum has gladly shared her experiences with me. 
This has been a win-win for us both as I have been able to praise Mum 
for her cooking and she has taught me some scrummy new things to 
cook! In between phone calls Mum has proudly sent me photographs 
of things that she and the family have done and I have been able to 
reassure and praise her to ensure she feels valued and that she feels 
she is making good progress. These have included pictures of cooking, 
bike riding, gardening and creative projects.

With Diane’s help, I have been able to offer Mum some strategies 
to help her with her self-esteem within her family. She has initiated 
discussions with her children to ask them what they feel about her 
role within the family. This has given her a degree of clarity and has 
made life somewhat easier.

During lockdown, the family have very sadly experienced four  
suicides within their circle of friends and acquaintances. This has 
been extremely difficult for all of the family. I have been able to give 
my time to listen to Mum to give her emotional support and I have felt 
that Mum has been able to off load on me as someone neutral to the 
family and that has helped her to support her family through these 
difficult times.

As well as emotional support I have been able to give Mum some 
practical help. I have done a grocery shop for her, lent her a static 
bike stand to encourage her to get back into exercise (she is now 
cycling outside three times a week both on her own and also with her 
partner and children and has really got the bug!), and I gave her some 
sunflower plants (she has been able to send photographs of growth 
progress and this has given her a sense of time moving on rather than 
just living in a time warp during lockdown).

Home-Start is an amazing charity and I feel so lucky that I have been 
able to give some of my time to help support a family in lockdown. 
I can’t wait until restrictions are lifted and I can get out and about with 
face to face visits - direct human contact will enrich the relationship 
even further.                 Fiona (Volunteer)

Fiona Butler 
the family’s 
volunteer 
and a 
beautiful 
skirt made 
by the 
teenage 
daughter in 
the family
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Welcome to our new volunteers
This group of 
volunteers finished 
in November 2019 
in the normal way, 
in our offices, being 
trained by our very 
experienced staff. 

Our newest volunteers started their journey with us at the offices 
but Covid-19 meant that we had to finish the course in a very 
differnt way. Meet the ladies who finished their training recently 
Our training staff counducted the final sessions of the prep course 
on line, with very few hiccups. Thank you Diane and Barbara our 
trainers and  volunteers for being our Guinea Pigs.

We welcome you all to the Home-Start family.

Tam Thomas
Kington Family Group Coordinator
What a year it has been!!  We started well with our lovely family 
group back to Monday mornings at the Parish Room when school 
term began having had a busy summer holiday with picnics in the 
park and walks in the woods at Hergest Croft and Queenswood.

The autumn term flooding didn’t stop us, we had lots of fun. With 
family support along the way, friendships were made, together 
with physical and imaginative play, crafts and songs to entertain 
the children. We enjoyed music sessions, looked at healthy 
eating, Christmas crafts and lots more.

At Christmas we received lots of toy donations which were very 
much appreciated, for many it made Christmas morning special. 
After Christmas the county had more flooding, but we battled on, 
nothing could stop us, we thought.

Enter Covid-19, we closed immediately. The phone was red hot 
for the first couple of weeks, sharing information–learning how 
we could help and keep in touch with group members. I learnt 
how to use a tablet for group meetings which proved not only 
great fun but a lovely way to keep in touch – hilarious at times 
with the children all trying to get their 5 minutes of fame on the  
screens, singing, dancing, and performing acrobatics on the back 
of the sofas and mums enjoying talking to other grownups. We 
are well into the swing of it now and in fact are carrying on even 
though we are no longer in strict lockdown.

I have been out and about visiting everyone at home, standing 
in gardens socially distancing, often just chatting through the 
window delivering goodies that have been donated, including 
nappies and bits for a new born, bags full of crafts to keep 
children busy, books, fresh eggs donated by local farmer and 
chocolate eggs, school information packs, food parcels – the list 
goes on.

Through it all Home-Start has been able to offer support and put 
a smile on many faces, but we would like our family group back 
next term please!

Mandie Preece
Scheme Manager
I must say when I started my 10th year as Scheme Manager for Home-
Start Herefordshire I couldn’t have foreseen the challenges that this 
year had in store. When the county was hit by serious flooding, we 
saw families’ homes and livelihoods devastated and more was to 
come with the arrival of Covid19 bringing loss, fear and one of the 
most challenging periods we will hopefully ever have to contend 
with in our lifetime. 

During this difficult time we have found as an organisation that 
our way of working has had to change significantly, as the face to 
face volunteer supporter role we usually provided was not feasible. 
However we found that all members of staff, volunteers and trustees 
adapted to the situation and continued to provide the best support 
for some of Herefordshire’s more vulnerable and fragile families, who 
have faced financial and emotional difficulties in this tough time. Our 
volunteers who usually did the family home visits have been keeping 
contact with their family via video calls, phone calls and emails, 
maintaining the lifeline of support and preventing loneliness and 
isolation. This also has allowed the continuation of practical advice 
such as assisting families virtually with home learning, managing 

children’s difficult behaviours and maintaining a 
good routine. We have also supported families, 
both parents and children, with the emotional 
toll of the lockdown, by encouraging families 
to talk about how they’re feeling and providing 
techniques to maintain a family’s good overall 
emotional health. 

We are positive for the future and will continue to 
show our resilience and aptitude in the face of adversity.

I am extremely grateful to our funders for their ongoing support 
and flexibility which has enabled us to continue to provide 
our vital service; we couldn’t have done it without you.  For 
the families we support, thank you for showing patience and 
understanding while we adapted our way of working; you’ve 
shown such strength in such difficult times. To our amazing 
volunteer team you have been incredible and the support you 
have provided during this time will have a long lasting positive 
impact on the parents/carers and children you’ve helped. A 
massive thank you to our fabulous staff team who have worked 
tirelessly for months to ensure we have been able to continue 
to deliver our essential befriending service at this time of crisis, 
you’re the best.  Finally I would like to offer a heartfelt thanks to 
our board of Trustees who have provided exceptional leadership 
and support when I needed it most. 
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Jeremy Stobart
Treasurer
Total expenditure was broadly the same at £155,212 (2019: 
£154,699). That said staff salaries are up by 3%. However, this 
has been amortised by a reduction in phone costs as well as Staff 
costs (ie travel and Training). There was a surplus for the year on 
core activities of £6,479 (2019: £2,206 surplus). However, due to a 
similar sized deficit in Restricted funds (Income to expenditure), 
there was an overall deficit for the year of £368.This deficit has 
been deducted from reserves from previous years.

Our current unrestricted reserves only provide minimum cover 
for emergencies such as shortfalls in funding or unexpected 
expenditure. The Trustees continue to believe that reserves 
equivalent to 6 months expenditure, i.e. circa £80,000, are 
the optimum required to ensure continuity of operations and 
will continue to work towards this goal.  However, although 
the current reserves only provide for just over 2.5 months of 
expenditure cover (2019: 3 months), the Trustees believe this is 
sufficient to meet the minimum required to continue operations 
in the short term at least. The current climate due to Covid 19 
and its ramifications may exert greater pressure on funding and 
potentially our reserves.

Amounts were received from Eveson Charitable Trust, 
Herefordshire Council, BBC Children in Need, William A Cadbury 
Trust, Tampon Tax Community Fund, Coop Community Fund, EF 
Bulmer Benevolent Fund, Hereford Community Foundation, HFT 
Forklifts, Pontrilas Development, Rathbone Moral Aid Charity, The 
Southall Trust, Kington United Charities, Four Acre Trust, Tesco 
and Hereford Rotary Club. We are grateful for their support.

In addition money was received in the form of donations from 
individuals and the proceeds from fund raising events. We are 
grateful to the donors for their generosity and to all those involved 
in fund raising events for their hard work and commitment.

Financial Summary
 Year ending Year ending
 31 March 2020 31 March 2019

Incoming resources
Donations 10,899 17,982
Fund raising income 1,123 3,391
Social work students 4,200 4,200
Grants 135,557 131,581
Other income 3,065 3,044

 154,844 160,198

Resources expended
Staff and volunteer costs 132,647 132,295
Fund raising costs 23 448
Office costs 15,818 15,358
Scheme expenses 5,349 5,679
Governance costs 1,140 919
Other costs 235 

 155,212 154,699

Net movement in funds
Unrestricted funds (6,847) (2,206)
Restricted funds 6,479 7,705

Funds at 31 March  
Unrestricted 34,632 41,479
Restricted 16,956 10,477

The Rathbone Moral Aid Charity

E F Bulmer 
Benevolent Fund

The Eveson Charitable Trust

KINGTON UNITED CHARITIES
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Home-Start Herefordshire staff

We have helped 117 families,  
including 50 lone parents,  

during the year

We have helped 261 children,  
145 over 5 and 116 under 5




